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The size-specific influence of the M+ alkali ion (M ) Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs) in the solvation process of the
M+-benzene clusters by Ar atoms is investigated by means of molecular dynamic simulations. To fully
understand the behavior observed in M+-bz-Arn clusters, solvation is also studied in clusters containing
either M+ or benzene only. The potential energy surfaces employed are based on a semiempirical bond-atom
decomposition, which has been developed previously by some of the authors. The outcome of the dynamics
is analyzed by employing radial distribution functions, studying the evolution of the distances between the
Ar atoms and the alkali ion M+ or the benzene molecule for all M+-bz-Arn clusters. For all members, in
the M+-bz series, the benzene molecule (bz) is found to remain strongly bound to M+ even in the presence
of solvent atoms. The radial distribution functions for the heavier clusters (K+-bz, Rb+-bz, and Cs+-bz),
are found to be different than for the lighter (Na+-bz and Li+-bz) ones.

1. Introduction

Solvation of ions is one of the most attractive fields of
research in chemistry, mainly due to its fundamental role in a
wide variety of chemical and biological systems.1,2 The way in
which the structure of the solvent is modified by the introduction
of ions and how this determines the properties of the solution
is a paradigmatic problem of electrochemistry. The solvation
structure and dynamics of ions also plays an important role in
many chemical and biochemical processes. Consequently, a
great effort of experimental and theoretical research groups has
been devoted to this subject since the early 1930s.3,4 Besides,
the interactions between cations and aromatic systems are greatly
involved in many biological processes, such as molecular
recognition and drug action.5 Experimental and theoretical works
have shown that the cation-π interaction has a generally longer
range than other nonbonding ones. Thus, the understanding of
this interaction can help understand its crucial role in the design
of new proteins or drugs. Most previous works on the cation-π
interaction have been carried out (either theoretical or experi-
mental) in the gaseous phase. However, most of the chemical
and biochemical processes of interest take place in solution and
therefore the introduction of a solvent in both the theoretical
simulations and experiments can be important. In spite of the
great effort invested in the experimental characterization of
solvation, the microscopic details of solvation of alkali cations
still escape accurate experimental investigations. Molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations can in principle fill the gap of the
experimental limitations and thus provide an atomic perspective
of the structure and dynamics of the solvation shell, which is
regarded as a fundamental piece in view of the emerging field
of nanobiotechnology. The experimental advances in generating

van der Waals clusters has fostered theoretical studies on their
structure and dynamical behavior.6 In particular, the study of
van der Waals clusters formed by a solute molecule embedded
in a flexible cage of solvent atoms (or molecules) has been
recognized as a powerful tool to investigate the process of
solvation.6,7 This is the case of aromatic molecule-rare gas
complexes that can be viewed as a solute (aromatic) molecule
in a well-characterized local solvent configuration (rare gas).8,9

Solvation mechanisms in these systems can be related to both
the existence of different minima in the potential energy surface
(PES)10 and the modification of different layers of solvent.11 In
these theoretical studies, the contribution of each microsolvation
step can be identified and characterized. In particular, careful
examination of the isomerization dynamics involving different
minima helps to rationalize the structural behavior of these
microsolvated clusters.6,12 The inert gas atoms with their
formally filled valence shell, can be considered as the simplest
of solvents6 and, thus, suitable prototypes for modeling solvents.
In particular, Ar atoms are popular surrogates of water for
molecular dynamics simulations, mainly because of their similar
polarizability. Several studies can be found in the literature, in
which aromatic compounds surrounded by Ar atoms are
considered to rationalize aspects as structure, formation, and
partition function13-16 and microsolvation mechanisms.11,17-19

Other studies, however, consider the benzene molecules to
simulate the solvent effects.20-23

These studies, commonly performed for neutral systems, can
be extended to ionic clusters which, in the presence of aromatic
molecules, are mainly stabilized by cation-π interaction. As
already mentioned, this interaction is of great interest because
it plays an important role in recognition processes in biological
systems.23-25 Among cations, the particular characteristics of
both alkali and alkaline-earth cations make them good candidates
for metal-centered clusters.26 These ions, because of the
relatively strong electrostatic interactions, are able to form
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clusters with several polar species. Accordingly, the ions are
good candidates to be used to analyze the competitive solvation
by different partners.20,21,27 Of particular interest is the size-
selective nature of the cation-π interaction, which study can
be performed23,25,28 by considering different members of the
cations series.

The collective interactions that take place in ionic clusters
are difficult to quantify at the ab initio level. The construction
of suitable semiempirical PES models to describe the main
features of ionic systems is therefore an important issue in the
dynamic study of these systems. The proper representation of
the interaction components together with the dynamics study
has been the focus of our recent research and, in recent times,
we have participated in the construction of force fields based
on atom(ion)-bond interactions. This formulation of the
interaction potential was initially applied to study neutral
systems as, for example, bz-Arn clusters.15 Next, the formula-
tion was extended to describe also ionic clusters containing
benzene and alkaline ions, including an ion-quadrupole term
to describe the whole interaction. The results for M+-bz
systems (M) Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs) have been tested by comparing
our predictions with ab initio calculations. The agreement
between predictions of the model and ab initio results was found
to be very good.29 The constructed force field was used to study
the following systems: K+-bz-Arn

30 and Rb+-bz-Arn,31 with
n ranging up to a maximum value of 3 Ar atoms. The
formulation of the force field has also been tested for the anionic
Cl--bz system.32 More complex systems such as K+-(bz)2-
Arn (n ) 1-3)33 and Na+-bz-Arn (n ) 1-19) systems12 have
also been investigated. Molecular dynamics simulations have
shown specific trends of the solvation mechanism for K+-
(bz)2-Arn

33 and Na+-bz-Arn systems12 as the number of
solvent atoms increases. The dynamical study of the K+-(bz)2-
Arn system showed that Ar atoms tend to be placed near the
cation, entering in the K+-(bz)2 sandwich system and deforming
it into a V-shape, thus allowing a more direct contact between
Ar and K+. The dynamical study of Na+-bz-Arn showed that
a sufficient increase of the number of Ar atoms tends to create
multiple layers around the solute (microsolvation process).

In the work presented here, we focus our attention on the
behavior of the M+-bz series of clusters solvated by Ar atoms,
with M+ being an alkali ion, and consider the cation-size-specific
influence. The time averaged distribution of Ar atoms around
the cations will be given and compared with the corresponding
distributions for bz-Arn and M+-Arn systems. The paper is
articulated as follows: in the next section an outline of the
construction of the potential energy surfaces employed is given.
Then, results provided by the dynamics simulation of the
solvation process are reported in section 3. To better understand
the solvation in M+-bz clusters (section 3.3), we have also
included results for M+-Arn (section 3.1) and benzene-Arn

clusters (section 3.2). Our main conclusions are finally presented
in section 4.

2. Potential Energy Surfaces

Considering that bound clusters are mainly dominated by
pairwise additive two-body forces,8 the approximation most
often used in the construction of potential energy functions (to
be used later in dynamic simulations) is to describe the
noncovalent interactions as a pairwise summation of atom-
atom model potentials.34 However, the need for including
contributions other than the pure atom-atom ones has been
repeatedly discussed in the literature.11,17-19

In recent times, we have collaborated in the development of
an alternative representation of the force field, which incorpo-

rates some of the many-body effects, without losing the
advantage of formulating the interaction as a sum of two-body-
like terms. In this model, the nonelectrostatic contribution to
the atom (ion)-molecule interaction is described by means of
a sum of atom (ion)-bond functions. The potential energy
surface (PES) model has been described in detail previously,30,32

and here only a brief description of the interaction potential
will be given.

For neutral clusters, as for instance the Ar-bz system, the
interaction potential is described through the sum of twelve
atom-bond interaction terms. Whenever the neutral atom is
replaced by an ion (M+-bz clusters), an additional contribution
(the electrostatic one), reflecting the ion-quadrupole interaction,
needs to be considered. In this case, the total potential
interaction,Vtotal, is expressed as the sum of an electrostatic
(Vel) and a nonelectrostatic (Vnel) term. For more complex
clusters, as for instance M+-bz-Arn, the M+-Ar and Ar-Ar
interactions need to be considered as well.

Accordingly, for M+-benzene-Arn clusters,Vnel has the
following form

where each atom(ion)-bond term is expressed as follows

wherer is the distance of the atom (or the ion) to the middle of
the considered bond andR is the angle formed by the bond and
r. The parameterm is taken equal to 6 for atom-bond
interactions and 4 for ion-bond ones. The parametersε andr0,
representing the depth of the potential well and its location
respectively, are expressed as a function ofR in terms of their
parallel (ε| andr0|) and perpendicular (ε⊥ andr0⊥) values using
simple trigonometric formulas.30 These are derived from the
charge and the polarizability of the related atomic species as
well as polarizability and effective polarizability tensor com-
ponents of aromatic CC and CH bonds. The parametern is also
expressed as a function of bothR and r,15

with the â parameter being set, in our case, equal to 10.0.
The M+-Ar and Ar-Ar interactions are formulated similarly

to eq 2 but removing the angular dependence.
On the other hand,Vel is calculated by means of the following

equation

where the sum is over 18 charges, 6 of+0.092 45 au on each
H atom and 12 negative charges of-0.046 23 au placed on the
C atoms of benzene on both sides of aromatic ring. This charge
distribution for the benzene molecule ensures the reproduction
of its quadrupolar moment.
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The ε|, r0|, ε⊥, and r0⊥ parameters for Ar-bz and M+-Ar
systems are given in refs 16 and 32, respectively. In Table 1
the relevant parameters to describe the Ar-Ar and M+-Ar
interactions are listed.

This formulation of the potential energy allows us to interpret
the results obtained from dynamics simulations in terms of the
different contributions to the total energy.

The large number of degrees of freedom of this type of
clusters leads to quite structured PESs. As the number of Ar
solvents increases, the number of different configurations of
these clusters that are stabilized by a corresponding well on
the PES also increases.

3. Dynamic Simulations

The dynamics of the clusters has been investigated by
considering a microcanonical ensemble (NVE) of atoms and
treating the benzene molecule as a rigid body. The molecular
simulations at the different energy conditions have been
performed looping over increasing values of the total energy
(Etotal) using the DL_POLY suite of codes.35 The range of the
total energies investigated corresponds to a temperature range
of T ∈ [2-100] K, whereT is the mean value of the temperature
along the trajectory. Here, only results corresponding toT )
25 K are given. These are representative of the investigated
temperature range. The interaction energy for all atom-bond
and atom-atom pairs was calculated at every step of the
dynamics without imposing any cutoff radius. A time step of 1
fs has been used to integrate the dynamic equations, to keep
the relative rms fluctuations ofEtotal smaller than 10-5. The
simulation time was set at 25 ns, this time being large enough
to ensure that the mean values of the several energy contribu-
tions and temperature,T, do not vary when extending the
calculations to longer times.

In particular, we are interested in the dynamic and static
changes of the M+-bz cluster solvation shell as more solvent
atoms are included. To rationalize better the outcome of the
dynamics, the results have been interpreted by comparison with
those for the solvation of both the benzene molecule and the
alkaline cations forming, respectively, M+-Arn and bz-Arn

clusters, similarly to what was done previously for the Na+-
bz-Arn cluster.12

The study of the solvation process has been made by
analyzing the radial distribution functions (rdf) of the Ar atoms
around M+, benzene, and the M+-bz cluster. These functions
have been calculated using

whereri corresponds to the distance of the Ar atoms either to
the cation or to the center of mass (c.o.m.) of benzene,
represented in the graphics byr(M+-Ari) andR, respectively.
P(ri) is the probability to find the Argon atom “i” at ri during
the dynamics.

The PESs describing the solvated M+-bz (M+-bz-Arn)
clusters, present several stable configurations which, depending
on the ion M+ size, can give rise to interconversions and thus
isomerization processes, even at not very high temperatures.
However, those clusters having a more compacted structure, as
is the case of clusters with the first solvation shell completed,
the isomerization process needs higher temperature values to
take place, as will be discussed later.

At this point, it should be mentioned that as more Ar atoms
are included in the simulation, the “additional” atoms tend to
be placed either in the less favorable positions on the same side
of the benzene plane as the cation or on the opposite side of
the benzene plane. Both situations favor complicated isomer-
ization processes, which make it difficult to analyze changes
in the distibution of Ar atoms around the cluster in terms of
the cluster size. When the isomerization process takes place,
the rdfs become highly structured and difficult to be interpreted.
Accordingly, to avoid as much as possible very complex
isomerization processes, the rdf analysis for M+-bz-Arn

clusters has been made by considering a maximum of nine Ar
atoms, all of them placed initially on the same side of the
benzene plane as the cation. A larger number of Ar atoms has
been, however, included in the M+-Arn dynamics simulations.

3.1. Solvation of M+ Ions. As indicated in the previous
section, the potential energy for M+-Arn clusters is described
by means of a sum of all pair potentials,n pairs describing the
interaction between Ar and M+, andn(n - 1)/2 pairs describing
the interaction between two Ar atoms. As evidenced in Table
1, the largest interaction is found for the lightest ion and the
minimum of the M+-Ar potential well is placed at increasing
distances as the ion mass increases. This means that to analyze
the solvation of M+ ions, two aspects need to be considered:
the equilibrium distance for M+-Ar systems (r0 column in Table
1) and the magnitude of the interaction energy (ε in Table 1).
The first aspect causes the heavier ions to have a larger M+-
Ar equilibrium distance and thus more Ar atoms are needed to
complete the first solvation shell (static point of view), whereas
the second one can be related to the fluidity of the motion of
the Ar atoms around the M+ cation (dynamic point of view).
In fact, for simulations performed at low values ofEtotal the
solvent atoms remain close to their equilibrium positions. These
positions are more “fixed” for the lighter cations (whereε is
larger) and rather “loose” for the heavier ones. However, at
increasing values ofEtotal the Ar atoms can move easily along
the dynamics simulation, occupying positions far away from
the equilibrium ones. This is the case of M+-Arn clusters, where
the first solvation shell is not yet complete, and especially for
those clusters involving a heavy cation.

If one bears in mind that the interaction energy is smaller
for Ar-Ar than for M+-Ar, one should not be surprised to
find Ar atoms distributed around the ion. In fact, the simulations
evidence that the Ar atoms tend to place themselves sym-

TABLE 1: Ar -Ar and M +-Ar Parameters for
M+-bz-Ar n Clusters.

pair ε/meV r0/Å m

Ar-Ar 12.34 3.76 6
Li +-Ar 254 2.42 4
Na+-Ar 167 2.73 4
K+-Ar 110 3.19 4
Rb+-Ar 97 3.36 4
Cs+-Ar 85 3.57 4

rdf ) 4π ∑
i)1

n

ri
2P(ri) (5)

Figure 1. Radial distribution functions for the K+-Ar10 cluster.
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metrically around the cation. This can be analyzed from the
radial distribution functions plotted as a function of the distance
of the Ar atoms to the corresponding cation. The rdfs corre-
sponding to clusters with a few Ar atoms (their number
depending on the cation mass) show only one peak. For a larger
number of Ar atoms, these can no longer be distributed in the

first solvation shell near the cation and other less favorable
positions in the second solvation shell will be occupied and a
second peak (structure) will appear in the rdfs. Thus, rdfs with
only one maximum should generally indicate the completeness
of the first solvation shell. However, one must also consider
that rdfs can show only one peak under certain circumstances,
even if the first solvation shell is incomplete. For instance, this
is the case of some solvated cluster dynamic simulations
performed at low energies (starting from an initial configuration
of the cluster close to the equilibrium one), reflecting the static
properties of the system. This has been observed in our previous
study of the solvation of Na+-bz with Ar atoms.12 On the other
hand, if the energy of the molecular dynamics trajectoryEtotal

is increased, the Ar atoms can explore more repulsive zones of
the potential energy surface and then the corresponding rdf
should look quite different. One can thus conclude that whenever
the first solvation shell is not full, the form of the rdfs depends
on the initial conditions of the simulation.

The presence of various peaks in the rdf can thus be
associated either with the presence of some of the solvent atoms
in the second solvation shell or with the movement of the first
solvation shell Ar atoms around the cation because it is not
complete. In the first case, the peaks are all around the main
first solvation shell peak, whereas in the second case they are
spread along a wide radius range.

Now that the general trends of the M+-Ar cluster rdfs have
been discussed, we proceed to a more detailed discussion of
the particular rdfs given for each of the ions in the series.

In Figure 1 three rdfs for the K+-Ar10 system are shown,
corresponding to molecular simulations carried out at three
different total energies. According to our dynamics simulations,
the K+ ion needs 12 Ar atoms to complete the first solvation
shell. The rdf with one single peak (green color), has a maximum
at a larger distance than the maxima of the other two curves. In
the same figure it can be appreciated that for those rdfs with
more than one peak, both maxima are separated by short
distances (about 0.2 Å), thus reflecting the dynamic fluctuations
due to the incompleteness of the first solvation shell.

Performing numerous dynamics simulations for the different
alkali ions and adding Ar atoms, we have observed that the
first solvation shell around the lightest Li+ cation is completed
with 6 Ar atoms, whereas 10 Ar atoms are needed to complete
the first solvation shell for Na+ and 12 for the remaining cations.
Considering this, it is not surprising that the rdf for the Li+-
Ar10 cluster shown in Figure 2 looks very different than that
for the K+-Ar10 cluster (Figure 1). As can be seen in the figure,
the rdf for Li+-Ar10 is much more structured than for K+-
Ar10. The rdf for the Li+-Ar10 cluster has some peaks close to
one another (∼0.2 Å), reflecting the motion of the solvent atoms
on the same solvation shell. Besides these peaks, some other
peaks are separated by larger distances; these are due to the
presence of some Ar atoms in the second solvation shell. A
rather small peak can also be seen in the rdf of Figure 2, at
distances between 1.5 and 2.0 Å. This is probably due to the
interaction between solvent atoms, which causes some Ar atom
to occupy a much closer position for a short time.

The systematic study of the solvation of the different alkaline
ions by Ar atoms shows that the distance between peaks,
associated with Ar atoms placed either on the same or on
different solvation shells, increases with the ion size. This
behavior can be seen in Figure 3 where rdfs for Rb+-Ar8 and
Cs+-Ar8 systems are presented.

At a given total energy, the structure of the rdf depends on
the compactness of the cluster. A rdf with a small number of

Figure 2. Radial distribution function for the Li+-Ar10 cluster.

Figure 3. Radial distribution functions for the Rb+-Ar8 (lower panel)
and Cs+-Ar8 (upper panel) clusters.

Figure 4. Radial distribution functions for the Li+-Ar14 (lower panel)
and Cs+-Ar14 (upper panel) clusters.
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peaks should indicate a rather compact solvation shell, but a
diffuse or labile solvation shell will correspond to a very
structured rdf. In Figure 4 the results for the lightest and the
heaviest M+-A14 clusters are compared. For instance, the lighter
Li+-Arn systems, for which the first solvation shell is completed
with 6 Ar atoms, needs 8 additional Ar atoms to complete the
second solvation shell. Accordingly, the Li+-Ar14 cluster shows
a highly compacted structure, and the corresponding rdf shows
only two peaks (see Figure 4, upper panel). On the contrary,
the remaining heavier alkaline ions for which the first solvation
shell is completed with 10 (Na+) and 12 (K+, Rb+ and Cs+) Ar
atoms, form M+-Ar14 clusters, which do not present such a
compacted structure because of the incompleteness of the second
solvation shell and, as a result, the corresponding rdfs are much
more structured than for Li+-Ar14.

3.2. Solvation of Benzene.The solvation of benzene has been
analyzed in detail in ref 12 and here only some necessary details
are given. To understand better the distribution of Ar atoms in
the cluster, the rdfs for the bz-Ar14 and the bz-Ar16 clusters

are given in Figure 5. As shown in ref 12, the first two Ar atoms
solvating the benzene molecule tend to be placed along theC6

symmetry axis on both sides of the aromatic ring. As the number
of solvent atoms is increased, the additional Ar atoms are
distributed symmetrically around theC6 symmetry axis until
the first solvation shell is complete. For instance, the most stable
configuration for the bz-Ar14 cluster is the one with six Ar
atoms forming a hexagonal umbrella around the symmetry axis
on both sides of the aromatic ring. Accordingly, the correspond-
ing rdf shows two peaks, as can be seen in the upper panel of
Figure 5. The first peak is associated with the position of two
atoms along theC6 axis, and the second one reflects the
distribution of the remaining 12 atoms wrapping the aromatic
ring. These peaks are found at distances of about 3.5 and 4.7 Å
to the c.o.m. of benzene, respectively. The first of them, peaking
at short distances, corresponds to a distance very similar to that
of Ar at the equilibrium geometry in the bz-Ar system.15

Although six other equivalent on-plane wells exist for the bz-
Ar system, the remaining 12 Ar atoms tend to occupy out-of-
plane positions. Accordingly, the second peak appears at shorter
distances than the one corresponding to the on-plane minima
(5.3 Å). When the number of Ar atoms is large enough and the
most favorable positions are full, some of the Ar atoms tend to
occupy positions near the plane of the benzene (bridging atoms).
The bridge atoms tend to be all at the same distance from the
c.o.m. of benzene, and consequently, a third peak appears for a
benzene cluster with more than 14 Ar atoms. See, for instance,
the third peak at a distance of 5.4 Å for the bz-Ar16 cluster
(lower panel, Figure 5). A further increase in the number of
solvents gives more bridging atoms in the cluster, but the form
of the rdf remains nearly unchanged until the first solvation
shell is full.

3.3. Solvation of M+-Benzene.Finally, we consider the
simulations performed for M+-bz-Arn clusters. Due to the
different magnitudes of the contributions to the interaction
energy in these clusters, the benzene molecule remains strongly
bound to M+ and Ar atoms stay preferentially close the cation.
The spatial distribution of Ar atoms around M+-bz clusters is
then less symmetric than the corresponding distributions in M+-
Arn or benzene-Arn clusters. When this type of rearrangement
occurs, rdf plots become more structured. In this case, it is of
some help to divide the first solvation shell into two-half-sells,

Figure 5. Radial distribution functions for the bz-Ar14 and bz-Ar16

clusters referred to the distance of Ar atoms to the center of mass of
benzene.

Figure 6. Radial distribution functions for the M+-bz-Ar9 (M ) Na, K, Rb, Cs) as a function of the distance of Ar atoms from M+.
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one on the same side of the benzene plane as the cation and the
other one on the opposite side, separated by the aromatic ring.

Results of ab initio calculations carried out for the M+-bz
family of clusters show that the interaction energy decreases
and the equilibrium distance of M+ to the c.o.m. of benzene
increases as the mass of the cation is increased.27 According to
this, heavier clusters need more Ar atoms than the lighter ones
to complete the first solvation half-shell on the same side of
the benzene plane as the cation. Results show that some of the
Ar atoms solvating the cluster are placed in the energetically
most favorable positions, interacting with both benzene and the
cation. Moreover, the solvent atoms tend to be placed preferably
out of the benzene plane, being distributed, as close as possible
to the cation. WhenR(M+-bz) increases to large enough
distances, Ar atoms can be placed above and below the cation
(close to the benzene). However, for the lightest cluster,
positions between benzene and the cation are quite unlikely for
solvent atoms.

In the absence of other molecules, benzene remains always
strongly bound to the cation. By regarding the overall process
as a competitive solvation of M+ by benzene and Ar atoms,
the benzene molecule is always placed in the first layer of
solvation around the cation for all M+-bz-Arn clusters.

As a representative example to study the particularities of
the solvation process, the M+-bz-Ar9 clusters have been
considered. In Table 2, the corresponding mean values of the
different energy contributions found at low temperatures for the
M+-bz-Ar9 cluster family are listed. In this table,Ecfg

represents the potential energy of the cluster resulting from the
following contributions: the electrostatic and van der Waals
interactions between benzene and the cation (Eel and EM+-bz,

respectively), the interaction between benzene and Ar (EAr-bz),
and the M+-Ar and Ar-Ar interactions (Ebnd). As shown in
the table, the highest contribution corresponds toEbnd, and the
lowest one is for the Ar-benzene interaction. Moreover, it can
be observed that the relative contribution ofEbnd increases with
the size of the ion.

Figure 6 shows the rdfs for M+-bz-Ar9 (M ) Li, Na, Rb,
Cs) clusters represented as a function of the distance of the Ar
atoms to the cation. The corresponding rdf for the K+-bz-
Ar9 cluster is similar to the Rb+-bz-Ar9 cluster one and
therefore it is not shown. All these results correspond to
dynamical simulations in which the initial configuration of the
cluster is one with all Ar atoms placed on the same side of the
benzene plane as the cation. Forn ) 1-9, the Ar atoms stay
preferentially close to the M+ cation. If the simulation is started
from a configuration in which Ar atoms are placed on both sides
of the aromatic ring, then the interconversions of the solvent
atoms give rise to noisy or nonrepresentative rdfs. Accordingly,
it seems that a better understanding of the spatial ordenation
should be achieved by considering as an initial configuration
one with all Ar atoms are placed near the cation, on the same
side of the aromatic ring.

As evidenced in the figure, the three peaks observed for the
lightest cluster (Li+-bz-Ar9) tend to approach each other as
the mass of the cation increases. In fact, in the case of the Na+-
bz-Ar9 cluster, six of the nine Ar atoms tend to be placed at
distances of about the equilibrium one for the Na+-Ar (2.73
Å) system whereas the remaining three atoms are found at larger
distances. The distance between the two groups of Ar atoms
decreases with the size of the cation. In the case of the heavier
clusters, the two groups of peaks are within a similar distance
range, at anR value of about the equilibrium distance for the
M+-Ar system. For instance, in the case of the Cs+-Ar system
the equilibrium distance is 3.57 Å and in Figure 6 it can be
seen that the rdf peaks at a value near 3.5 Å. The transition
from three peaks to one peak in the rdf when going from the
Li+-bz-Ar9 cluster to the Cs+-bz-Ar9 one can be explained
from energetic and geometrical considerations.

In Figure 7 the rdfs referred to the benzene center of mass
are shown for the heaviest and lightest cation clusters, solvated
by nine Ar atoms.

In fact, the rdfs are the footprint of the equilibrium geometries
for these clusters, as can be seen in Figure 8. In the upper panel
of the figure is represented the preferred distribution of nine
Ar atoms around the Cs+-bz cluster, and the same representa-
tion for the Li+-bz cluster is shown in the lower panel of Figure
8. In the case of the lighter cluster, due to the magnitude of the
several contributions to the interaction, the Ar atoms can get
closer to both bz and Li+. The solvent atoms feel strongly the
interaction with both the cation and the benzene molecule, which
are quite close to one another. Thus the solvent atoms occupy
positions with a rather open angle with respect to the benzene
symmetry axis. The Ar atoms can then be grouped in sets of
four atoms forming a more or less regular square, parallel to
the benzene plane. A first group occupying nearly bridge (on
plane) position corresponds to the doublet at 5 Å in Figure 7
(lower panel). A second group of Ar atoms also forms a less

Figure 7. Radial distribution functions for the Li+-bz-Ar9 (lower
panel) and Cs+-bz-Ar9 (upper panel) clusters referred to the center
of mass of benzene.

TABLE 2: Contributions to the Configuration Energy, Ecfg, for M +-bz-Ar 9 Clusters

M+-bz-Ar9 T/K Ecfg/meV Eel/meV EM+-bz/meV EAr-bz/meV Ebnd/meV

Li+-bz-Ar9 2.9 -2997 -997 -651 -163 -1186
Na+-bz-Ar9 2.1 -2507 -808 -435 -193 -1071
K+-bz-Ar9 2.6 -2141 -618 -305 -167 -1051
Rb+-bz-Ar9 3.0 -2018 -558 -268 -161 -1031
Cs+-bz-Ar9 3.3 -1859 -494 -231 -171 -963
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regular square corresponding to the first peak at about 4 Å. The
last solvent atom, located on the benzeneC6 symmetry axis
(peak at∼5.9 Å) experiences the interaction with the Li+ cation
and the four Ar atoms that are closer. In the case of the heavier
Cs+-bz cluster, the solvent atoms are farther apart from the
benzene molecule. Then, the first six Ar atoms form a rather
regular hexagon (first peak at∼4.5 Å, upper panel in Figure 7)
and the remaining three atoms for a plane parallel to the first
one (peak at∼6.3 Å). In this case, no Ar atoms are placed in
the symmetry axis. The main difference between the two clusters
is the distance between the two planes of Ar atoms (almost
parallel to benzene) and the distance between the cation and
the Ar atoms (consequence of the different interaction energy).

The equilibrium geometry of the remaining M+-bz-Ar9

clusters is similar to that of Cs+-bz-Ar9. In general, the clusters
show equilibrium geometry configurations (without bridge
atoms) where all Ar atoms tend to solvate the cation.

By increasing the number of Ar atoms, the preference to
solvate M+ better than the benzene has been observed together
with the existence of different microenvironments associated
with the structure of the minima occurring on the potential
energy surface.

As indicated in ref 12, the different contributions from the
various potential energy terms originates some particular effects
when the number of solvents increases (for instance, the
interaction energy between Na+ and Ar at the equilibrium
distance is nearly the same as that for the bz-Ar14 cluster).
This means that the successive addition of solvent atoms tends
to vary the position of the first ones. This behavior has been
observed for all alkaline series of M+-bz clusters.

4. Conclusions

Solvation effects on M+-bz clusters have been investigated
by employing Ar atoms as a solvent. A maximum of 19 solvent
atoms have been included in our molecular dynamics simula-
tions in the case of M+-Arn clusters. The microscopic solvation
phenomena, clearly manifested by the existence of several
microenvironments corresponding to different minima in the
potential energy surface, have been investigated. To better
understand these phenomena, the interpretation of the M+-bz-
Arn dynamical results has been complemented with the dynami-
cal study of the M+-Arn and bz-Arn related clusters.

For all alkaline series of M+-bz clusters, it has been found
that the successive addition of solvent atoms tends to vary the
position of the first ones. This makes the identification of each
individual contribution to the averaged results very difficult. In
this line, the comparison between the solvation of the cations
(M+-Arn clusters), benzene (bz-Arn clusters), and M+-bz
(M+-bz-Arn clusters) helps to interpret the solvation results.
In particular, the radial distribution functions have proved useful
to investigate the dynamics of the microsolvation. For bz-Arn

and M+-bz-Arn clusters, several stable configurations exist,
with solvent atoms on one side and on both sides of the aromatic
ring. The preference of Ar atoms to solvate M+ better than
benzene has been observed by increasing the number of solvent
atoms. However, in the absence of other molecules, benzene
remains always strongly bound to the cation. By regarding the
overall process as a competitive solvation of M+ by benzene
and Ar atoms, the benzene molecule is always placed in the
first layer of solvation around the cation for all M+-bz-Arn

clusters. When the first shell of solvation is complete, the first
“new” solvents prefer to occupy positions on the second
solvation shell but closer to the cation than to benzene.
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